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headsets are designed not only for sound quality and  
comfort, but also to protect the hearing of those who use 
them. This white paper is about the various sound levels, 
the personal protection offered by Jabra headsets and  
amplifier solutions with built-in SafeToneTM protection, 
and the standards and regulations that apply

NOiSE PROTEcTiON

contact center and office staff using headsets and who are 
on the phone for many hours each day face two potential 
hazards:

1 Sudden loud sounds 
Sudden, very loud sounds from the headset can be 

caused by disruptions in the telephone network. Users of 
headsets without appropriate protection, can experience 
so-called acoustic shock that can be very disturbing and 
even affect their hearing.

2  high average noise level
a too high volume level in a users headset during a 

working day can lead to tiredness and stress, resulting in a 
drop in productivity and concentration. 
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SOuNd PRESSuRE 
lEvEl (dB)EXAMPlES

jet aircraft, 50 m away  140

threshold of pain  130

threshold of discomfort  120

chainsaw, 1 m distance 110

Disco, 1 m from speaker  100

Diesel truck, 10 m away  90

Kerbside of busy road, 5 m  80

Vacuum cleaner, distance 1 m  70

conventional speech, 1 m  60

average home  50

Quiet library  40

Quiet bedroom at night  30

background in tv studio  20

rustling leaf  10

threshold of hearing  0

Fig.1: typical sound levels from familiar sources. 
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JABRA OFFERS AcTivE hEARiNg PROTEcTiON

jabra delivers headset and amplifier solutions that protect 
the hearing and comfort of the headset user by eliminating 
sudden high levels of noise and by preventing a too high 
volume level during the working day.

SAFETONE™ 

hearing protection
jabra products with built-in Safetone hearing protection  
offer peakStop and intellitone technology, enabling the 
user to find a comfortable level that ensures maximum 
benefit from the headset while ensuring a safe listening 
level.

PEAkSTOP™ 

Active removal of sudden loud sounds
all jabra contact center and office (cc&o) headsets are  
fitted with peakStop that eliminates potentially harmful 
sound spikes. based on an electronic gateway or transistor 
that reacts instantly, peakStop actively protects the user by 
keeping the absolute sound level and the energy of the 
peak in the safe zone at all times, thus preventing poten-
tially harmful sound from reaching the ear.

iNTElliTONE™ 

keeping average noise exposure at a safe level
jabra products with built in Safetone technology offers  
intellitone setting of the noise exposure control. the level 
of hearing protection offered by intellitone ranges from 
peakStop only, to levels assuring maximum exposure from 
the headset, to be safe and below levels defined in Noise 
at Work regulations for 1 hour on the phone per day - up to 
a full working day of 8 hours.
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Fig. 2: peakStop continuously monitors the sound flow and actively reduces  
critical sound peaks to a safe level.

118 db rmS

PeakStoP
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Noise exposure for telephone users is defined as the sum 
of background noise plus signals received via the phone. 
background noise in contact centers, however, does not 
contribute significantly to total exposure. this means that 
headset users normally experience only the output from 
the headset. one of the pitfalls, however, is that a contact 
center agent or employee may turn up the volume to  
counteract background noise. this means that attention 
should be paid to the general sound level in the contact 
center or office environment. When focusing on protection 
against extremely high sound levels, the two most  
important measurements are ‘maximum absolute peak 
value’ and ‘rmS‘ value. 

ABSOluTE PEAk vAluE

jabra products operate well within global requirements for 
sound level exposure known as ‘instantaneous maximum 
level in absolute peak value’. 

absolute peak value is the maximum level of sound that 
the earphone or receiver can deliver to the ear. interna-
tionally, 140 db(c) is accepted as the absolute peak value 
limit that the ear should be exposed to. all professional 
jabra headsets conform to a maximum of 122 db absolute 
peak value, which is significantly below the international 
standard.

RMS vAluE

rmS means ‘root mean Square’, an expression of the  
effective energy in the sound waves. the rmS value is 
used to define a standard for continuous sound as opposed 
to sudden sound peaks.

Leading eU and US authorities agree that 118 db (rmS value) 
should be the maximum level for total sound exposure 
from a continuous sound. built-in peakStop™ technology 
means that all jabra headsets meet this requirement limit.

All JABRA cc&O hEAdSETS MEET lEgAl  
REQuiREMENTS 

all jabra headsets for contact centers and offices (cc&o) 
meet legal requirements from national authorities and 
health authorities as well as recommendations from  
telecommunications specialists. experienced acoustic  
experts from jabra play an active role in acoustic safety 
specification work in international standardization  
organizations, such as the international telecommunica-
tion Standardization Sector (itU-t) and the european  
telecommunications Standards institute (etSi).
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int. accepted peak value

122 dBjabra headset maximum

140 dB

Fig. 3: international and jabra accepted peak values

int. accepted rmS value

118 dB

118 dB

jabra with peakStop

Fig. 4: international and jabra accepted peak value
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in theory, noise exposure for telephone users is defined as 
the sum of background noise + signals received via the 
phone. in practice, the background noise in contact centers 
does not contribute significantly to total exposure, and  
exposure for headset users equals the output from the 
headset. however, it must be recognized that background 
noise can make a contact center agent turn up the volume 
in order to counteract the background noise. therefore,  
attention should be paid to the general sound level in the 
office or contact center environment.
 
exposure to noise levels much lower than defined as  
maximum peak value limits, can also affect your hearing if 
the exposure time is long enough. it is important to  
differentiate between the instantaneous peak levels  
and the long-term effect of the time weighted average  
exposure. this latter is measured over an 8-hour workday. 
the term average is important. a worker can be exposed 
to an average of 90db for 1 hour every day with peak levels 
at 100db without any problems, if he/she, for the remain-
ing part of the day sits in an office with an average noise 
level of e.g. 75 db.
 
eU noise at work directive “Directive 2003/10/ec) enforces 
an upper max exposure limit of 87 db(a) (time weighted 
average over a full working day). and leading US authori-
ties recommend the time-weighted average exposure 
limit for a working day not to exceed 85 db(a) (time 
weighted average over a full working day).
 

according to the eU regulation, the upper exposure action 
value is also defined at 85 db(a). if the upper exposure  
action value of e.g. 85db(a) is exceeded, instant action 
must be taken. in a contact center, this could be done by 
providing the agent with a headset amplifier designed  
to help assuring a maximum average exposure below  
85 db(a) from the headset.

AcTivE iN iNTERNATiONAl STANdARdiZATiON

jabra is an active partner in the international  
standardization of acoustic safety in telecommunication 
equipment. our experienced acoustic experts are invited 
by international standardization organizations such as the 
international telecommunication Standardization Sector 
(itU-t) and the european telecommunications Standards 
institute (etSi) participate actively in acoustic safety  
specification work.

our participation helps to ensure that pertinent require-
ments serve and protect headset users and correspond to 
recommendations agreed upon by health authorities and 
hearing experts. 

jabra professional headsets comply with – and often  
surpass – the strictest regulations and standards in the 
world.
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ABOuT JABRA
jabra is the brand of GN Netcom, a subsidiary of GN Store Nord a/S (GN) - listed on NaSDaQ omX. jabra employs approxi-
mately 850 people worldwide and in 2011 produced an annual revenue which amounted to DKK 2,106 million. jabra is a world 
leader in the development, manufacturing, and marketing of a broad range of handsfree communications solutions. With a 
reputation for innovation, reliability, and ease of use that goes back more than two decades, jabra’s consumer and business 
divisions produce corded and wireless headsets, plus mobile and in-office speakerphones that empower individuals and  
businesses through increased freedom of movement, comfort, and functionality.
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FiNd OuT MORE

Different working environments demand different hearing 
protection solutions. the jabra range of headsets for  
contact centers and offices offers a wide choice of hearing 
protection technology covering virtually any requirement.

to find out more about which jabra headset solutions and 
hearing protection technologies are relevant for specific 
working environments, please contact jabra at one of the 
following touch points:

contact online:  
http://www.jabra.com/Servicemenu/contact

Website:  www.jabra.com
Phone:  +45 4575 8888
Address:  Lautrupbjerg 7, DK-2750 ballerup 

For more information about noise at work regulations and 
directives, please visit these web sites:

European Agency for Safety and health at Work: 
http://osha.europa.eu/en/publications/magazine/8

An introduction to Noise at Work:
http://osha.europa.eu/en/publications/factsheets/56
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